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Press Release  

vjoon K4 Version 9: Ready for Adobe CC 2019 and 
Featuring an Enhanced K4 Content Portal

- New client for content-first strategies: Content Editor
- Optimized UI and fine-tuned details: Web Editor
- A central client for all approvals: Approval Manager

Hamburg, December 6th, 2018

Just weeks after Adobe unveiled the latest version of Creative Cloud at the Los Angeles Adobe MAX 
conference, vjoon K4 Version 9 is ready for Adobe CC 2019. One of the first publishing systems to support 
Adobe CC 2019, Version 9 also offers optimized clients in the updated K4 Content Portal, alongside a host 
of other technical enhancements. It is now available worldwide from the vjoon partner network.

The revamped K4 Content Portal’s three plug-ins, Content Editor, Web Editor and Approval Manager, 
provide precision-tailored clients to suit content writers, editors and decision-makers’ needs. Content Editor 
integrates CKEditor 5 to provide an up-to-date user experience that supports content-first strategies. The 
revamped Web Editor comes with a UI makeover and several technical touchups. Approval Manager is the 
go-to hub for all kinds of approvals. All three plug-ins now incorporate File Manager functionality.

Other technical upgrades include support for Java version 11. Imaging tools and the like may now be 
launched right out of External Task Dispatcher for an even faster and more elegant way of accessing third-
party applications.

Content Editor: the new client for content-first strategies
Capturing and editing content-first stories is an exercise in convenience with this Content Editor. Its new 
interface treats users to an unprecedented experience. Instead of using a central toolbar with many control 
elements as before, paragraph and character formats, for example, can be edited directly on the text object. 
For the user, intuitive, context-dependent control elements are provided directly on the text. 

Another new feature comes in very handy: Users can adapt the Content Editor view via Cascading Style 
Sheets (CSS) so that the content appears in the publication’s designated look and feel. They can adjust the 
format, font and font size, number of columns, and the color of text passages using CSS to adopt the 
publication’s unique style in a responsive way.

Web Editor: optimized UI and fine-tuned details
With the facelift, the Web Editor has been optically streamlined and now has a lighter user interface. In 
addition, detailed improvements have been made and sources of error reduced. These include, for 
example, numerous improvements in so-called Precomposed Characters and special characters.

Approval Manager: the client hub for all approvals
Designers simplified and streamlined the Approval Manager by merging its two components and their 
functions into one client. Decision-making is more intuitive now. One click is all it takes for an editor to give 
a thumbs-up to layouts and contents that meet specifications – or a thumbs-down to those that do not. a thumbs-up to layouts and contents that meet specifications – or a thumbs-down to those that do not. 
Approval Manager is the go-to hub for approving layouts and articles. This productivity-booster makes 
working life a lot easier for people who coordinate and monitor layouts and content across departmental or 
company boundaries. It accelerates approvals and fast-tracks feedback to save time and money.

vjoon K4 Version 9 R1 is available now from official vjoon integration partners.

Additional links:
vjoon Website – www.vjoon.com
Follow vjoon on Twitter – www.twitter.com/vjoon
vjoon Blog – www.vjoonity.com/en
vjoon TV - www.vjoon.tv

About vjoon:
vjoon®, a fixture on the publishing market since 1990, is a leading developer of software solutions for the management of digital content. 
vjoon rapidly integrates technology innovations into its solutions and consistently develops its products to meet market needs. vjoon’s 
flagship product vjoon K4® is one of the most in-novative cross-media publishing platforms available in the market and lets you deliver 
your valuable content to any output channel – print, online, mobile, tablet. Based on the time- and cost-saving Unified Publishing Process 
vjoon K4 provides the tools that allow your team to publish anywhere, smoothly and efficiently – whether you produce magazines, 
newspapers, sales materials, annual reports or books. Renowned customers worldwide and in configurations from 3 to more than 1,500 
concurrent users benefit from this sophisticated solution. In order to deliver premium system integration, training and support at the 
customer vjoon partners with a global network of more than 30 qualified partners. The headquarters of vjoon is located in the Hamburg 
Metropolitan Region.
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